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Crude oil prices approached four-year highs in early October because of the uncertainty about the amount of
Iranian crude oil coming off the market and whether or not other producers could replace the shortfall.
However, increased indications of a global economic slowdown, as well as higher than expected global
petroleum supply, contributed to rapid price declines later in the month. Crude oil production in Saudi Arabia
and Russia reached some of their highest levels in history last month, helping to offset supply losses from Iran
and Venezuela. Libyan production has resumed at a faster rate than expected because of improved security.
The lower STEO crude oil price forecasts are partly the result of higher expected crude oil production in the
United States in the second half of and in EIA forecasts that total global liquid fuels inventories will remain
nearly flat in The increase in expected global inventory growth is the result of both lower expectations for
global crude oil demand and higher crude oil supply estimates. Crude oil production reached a new monthly
record of EIA now estimates that October U. EIA now forecasts U. In addition to greater than anticipated
crude oil production, a heavy maintenance season for refineries in the Midwest, Petroleum Administration for
Defense District PADD 2, contributed to the U. The drop in refinery utilization was driven by planned
month-long maintenance activities in several large refineries. As a result, total U. Although EIA does not
collect data about changes in global petroleum inventories directly, inventory data for the United States and
other countries within the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development OECD are available and
provide some insight into global supply. In terms of days of supply, EIA expects OECD inventories to surpass
their five-year average and climb to near the top of the five-year range in Figure 3. Global inventories are also
projected to increase as indicated by the implied stock changes in Figure 2 and put downward pressure on
crude oil prices. Chinese economic growth was less than expectations, and leading economic indicators for
several countries have slowed, leading to market concerns about the pace of oil demand growth in the coming
months. EIA is forecasting growth in global petroleum and other liquid fuels consumption to average 1. Gulf
Coast inventories increased by 1. Propylene non-fuel-use inventories represented 4. Retail prices dollars per
gallon.
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Oil depletion and Peak oil Peak oil is the period when the maximum rate of global petroleum extraction is
reached, after which the rate of production enters terminal decline. It relates to a long-term decline in the
available supply of petroleum. This, combined with increasing demand, will significantly increase the
worldwide prices of petroleum derived products. Most significant will be the availability and price of liquid
fuel for transportation. The US Department of Energy in the Hirsch report indicates that "The problems
associated with world oil production peaking will not be temporary, and past "energy crisis" experience will
provide relatively little guidance. The decline on oil price during â€” is considered to have contributed to the
fall of the Soviet Union. The reduction in food prices that follows lower oil prices could have positive impacts
on violence globally. A lower inflation rate is good for the consumers. This means that the general price of a
basket of goods would increase at a bare minimum on a year to year basis. Consumer can benefit as they
would have a better purchasing power, which may improve real gdp [52]. However, in recent countries like
Japan, the decrease in oil prices may cause deflation and it shows that consumers are not willing to spend even
though the prices of goods are decreasing yearly, which indirectly increases the real debt burden. The oil
importing economies like EU, Japan, China or India would benefit, however the oil producing countries would
lose. It shows the GDP increase between 0. Katina Stefanova has argued that falling oil prices do not imply a
recession and a decline in stock prices. But nothing guarantee[d] such price levels in perpetuity". At the same
time, U. A combination of factors led a plunge in U. The most vulnerable economies were those with a high
dependence on fuel and mineral exports to China, such as: On the other hand, lower commodity prices led to
an improvement in the trade balance â€” through lower the cost of raw materials and fuels â€” across
commodity importing economies, particularly Cambodia, Kyrgyzstan, Nepal and other remote island nations
Kiribati, Maldives, Micronesia F. S , Samoa, Tonga, and Tuvalu which are highly dependent on fuel and
agricultural imports [66] The North Sea oil and gas industry was financially stressed by the reduced oil prices,
and called for government support in May
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Want to know who offers these huge incentives? Read the next section to find out! Incentives Financial
incentives drop the cost of solar dramatically and many organizations offer them. This tax credit â€” not a
deduction â€” is equal to a dollar-for-dollar discount on your total installation. In other states like Oregon,
New York, and South Carolina, the state government also offers incentives and rebates. Installation cost
breakdown Right about now, you might be wondering what goes into those installation costs. Take a look at
the chart below to see exactly how these costs break down based on information from page 16 of the NREL
report above: Can you guess how much solar cost in , just 7 years before? If you really want to be impressed,
take a look below at how far the cost of solar panels themselves has dropped! Despite this price drop, there is
still a lot of uncertainty surrounding how low those solar system prices will keep dropping over the next five
to 10 years. Solar panel cost decreasing In the last 40 years, the cost of solar panels has dropped almost
unbelievably. In just 40 years, the price of solar panels has dropped by While the panels make up just a
fraction of the total installation cost, their amazing cost decrease is what spurred on the solar explosion. Every
building is different and there can be incidental costs. In the sections that follow, we will talk about what you
need to look into before installing a solar system and what it might cost. We will also discuss some of the
ways that you can reduce the potential cost, to help you make an informed decision. What are the Most
Efficient Solar Panels? Financing Financing your solar installation through a loan or lease adds cost. If you go
with a loan, then you own the equipment and you have all the rights to it. If you lease the equipment, on the
other hand, you do not own it. If you sell your home and the buyer does not want to take on the lease, then you
will have no choice but to cancel the deal or buy the installation from your solar company at fair market value.
Both leases and loans still allow you to save, but you need to choose your agreement carefully as interest, the
length of lease or loan, and any additional fees all affect your savings. The cost to remove your entire solar
installation and re-install it on your new shingles is typically in the thousands of dollars and you should try to
avoid that additional expense if at all possible. Thankfully, most solar installers will check your roof and joists
in your attic thoroughly for any damage or heavy wear and discuss all issues and solutions before starting the
solar installation. If there is a problem, sometimes you can get away with only replacing a small section of
your shingles, while other times a complete reroof makes more sense. Your out-of-pocket costs will depend on
how much needs to be done as well as the materials you choose. Your cost for a new roof will depend on the
square footage that needs to be covered. Obviously, this price goes up if you go with more expensive
materials. Asphalt or composition shingles are the cheapest, with tile and metal costing significantly more.
How much you choose to invest in your new roof may also depend on how long you plan to be in the home.
Asphalt shingles will usually last at least 20 years. Metal and slate are good for 50 or more, so when
considering your roof as part of your solar panel cost, keep this in mind. Ground-mounted installations The
vast majority of homeowners install their solar panels on their roof. You can also mount your solar panels on
the ground. If there are a lot of obstacles on your roof chimneys, antennae, vents, and so on or heavy shading
then rooftop installation could be problematic. In these situations, a ground-mounted system might be your
only recourse. Battery backup Battery back-up is becoming increasingly popular for solar installations, as
battery costs continue to fall and utility prices continue to increase. Obviously, batteries add cost to your solar
installation â€” a big cost. The Powerwall can save 14kWh of electricity for later use, about enough electricity
for one day for most households. Battery back-up makes sense where utility rates are very high and the
additional cost of purchasing and installing batteries is still cheaper than buying electricity from the utility
again, think Hawaii and California. Boiling all this down to a sentence: As research continues into energy
storage, the solar system cost including storage will likely also become considerably lower. Your solar panels
and inverter â€” the two biggest equipment expenses for your installation â€” typically have long-term
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warranties. Solar panel manufacturers provide 12 to year equipment warranties and 20 or year production
warranties basically ensuring that each year the solar panel will produce a high amount of electricity. Inverter
manufacturers typically provide shorter warranties, about 10 years, for their products. Here are a few tips to
make sure you get the best deal around. Many utilities will give you rebates for performing an energy audit,
where a technician walks through your house and tests your doors, windows, and appliances to see how they
affect your energy use. All this is such an easy way to drop your energy needs, consider it a prerequisite to
installing solar. Shop around Just like any home improvement project, talk to a few different installers to see
what equipment they offer and their costs. Be sure to ring up different installers â€” not just the big boys like
SolarCity, Sunrun, and Vivint. National installers can buy in bulk and streamline their processes, leading to
low prices, but local installers know the area and often provides better customer service and faster turnaround
times. Read everything carefully Solar is all about the future. You invest now and over the next 25 years make
your money back and save some serious cash. With this in mind, reading and understanding all the financial
estimates is a worthwhile, nay mandatory, endeavor. Be sure to know how much electricity your installation
will produce. Know how to estimate your total financial savings. With solar, ensuring you get a great deal is
all about knowledge. Not that much, in and of themselves. The cost you incur in going solar will have far
more to do with the type of additional equipment you choose. And when you sell your home , the type of
payment agreement you have chosen could affect the price you get and the benefits you reap from installing
solar panel technology. If you are willing to make the initial investment, you could save a great deal of money
over the long term, reduce your carbon footprint, and have a more desirable home should you choose to sell.
How much did your installation cost? Have any other tips to ensure a great deal? Let us know in the
comments!
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Usually, two models appeared per episode to model the prizes, much in the same tradition as the later
incarnations. As is the case with the Carey -era of the current version, the models were not referred to
specifically by a nickname. June Ferguson and Toni Wallace were the regular models, staying with the
program for its entire nine-year run. Various other models either assisted Ferguson and Wallace, or appeared
during their absences. Nighttime versions[ edit ] The daytime models appeared on the s syndicated nighttime
version as well, with a few notable exceptions. On the syndicated version, Pennington, Parkinson, and
Hallstrom appeared throughout the run. However, on the syndicated version, an entirely separate cast of
models was featured: For the first three years, there were two models â€” Janice Pennington and Anitra Ford.
Dian Parkinson joined Pennington and Ford in after previously appearing periodically as a substitute model.
Ford left the program in and was later replaced by Holly Hallstrom who joined the cast in Pennington,
Parkinson and Hallstrom appeared as the three main models on both the daytime and syndicated versions of
the show from â€” During this period, Kyle Aletter appeared as the substitute model whenever one of the
principal models was unable to appear in a given episode. Parkinson left the show in "to pursue other
interests" as stated by Barker, although speculation among some felt her departure was due to ongoing
difficulties with Pennington. The following year, Parkinson filed a litigation suit claiming that Barker had
been sexually harassing her beginning in the s. Parkinson withdrew the suit in Parkinson was replaced by
several other women including Cindy Margolis until Gena Lee Nolin was hired in Hallstrom was dismissed
from the show in by Barker on the basis of weight gain due to prescription medication , although Hallstrom
alleged that she was dismissed for her refusal to support Barker in his then-ongoing litigation with Parkinson.
Barker sued Hallstrom for slander and libel and Hallstrom countersued Barker for wrongful termination and
age, weight, and medical discrimination. Eventually, Hallstrom was awarded a multimillion-dollar settlement
in Dubay left the show in and was replaced by Nikki Ziering. In , Pennington and Bradley were dismissed
from the program in what was claimed as an attempt to attract a younger demographic. Both Pennington and
Bradley filed for wrongful termination and settled out-of-court for an undisclosed amount. Ziering and Kozar
both left the program in At that time, Jordan became the only "permanent" model and was joined by a rotating
cast of additional models. Jordan filed for wrongful termination and racial discrimination and also received an
out-of-court settlement. In addition to several models who are more-or-less a permanent part of the cast, new
models appeared every few weeks who sometimes eventually joined the rotation, or other times appeared for a
single set of tapings. That procedure was changed in late as contracts expired. The show has four permanent
models: Each episode features two or three models. Occasionally only one model is present when appearing
alongside a guest personality from a program either airing, produced, or distributed by CBS, or taped at CBS
Television City. The models are now referred as "The Price Is Right models" when making public appearances
with Carey. Beginning with the â€”11 season, the models wear microphones so they can be heard when they
are talking with Carey or the contestant. On some episodes only two models are featured, with the announcer
serving as a third model for games that feature three models. Starting in , the models added additional roles.
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Using the main interactive chart below, you can easily view four decades worth of silver price history. Going back to the
mid s, silver was valued at less than $10 per ounce. The white metal began to rise in the late 70s, however, and by was
valued at over $36 per ounce.
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The spot price of Gold per Troy Ounce and the date and time of the price is shown below the calculator. If your browser
is configured to accept Cookies you will see a button at the bottom of the Holdings Calculator.
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Gold Prices - Year Historical Chart. Interactive chart of historical data for real (inflation-adjusted) gold prices per ounce
back to The series is deflated using the headline Consumer Price Index (CPI) with the most recent month as the base.
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History. Price history from onwards. Crude oil prices to gas prices. From til mid , the price of oil rose significantly. It was.
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